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REPORT ON “CLUB INDUCTION PROGRAM” 

Date: 29-12-2022        Academic Year: 2022-23 
 
The Electoral literacy club of CBIT has conducted an induction program with all our club members 

and faculty coordinator, As ELC is a newly formed club the induction program aims to have a detailed 
working plan for the club’s upcoming activities and to coordinate club members. 

 
Venue: Mechanical Seminar Hall, CBIT campus. 

Timings: 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm. 

Duration: 2 hours 

Number of Participants: 42 

The program started with a speech by the club's faculty coordinator Dr.G.N.R.Prasad sir, he addressed 
students on the importance of voting and motivated students to be dedicated and well-coordinated and 
shared his background with the club, few of his past experiences and his bond with the club president and 
vice president and encouraged all the members of the club for a successful year ahead. 
 
Following the speech of Dr.G.N.R.Prasad sir, Student President of the club Bhanu Prasad took over the 
stage and engaged the members of the club with a informative presentation about why ELC, the 
background of ELC, club objectives, creative activities, events, targets, To-Do tasks of the club. 
Following him club’s vice president Prashanth and general secretary Sri Harshitha spoke few words about 
the club. 
 

The induction program organizers planned to conduct fun activities, Kaushik club’s Deputy 
Secretary UG body and his team conducted a fun activity to spread joy among club members. Fun 
activities included club members participation in the given tasks which had been picked by themselves 
from chits, and a few questions regarding club activities were asked to the club members. Club members 
shared thoughts about the events which have to be conducted by the club in upcoming months. One of the 
members suggested an essay writing competition, and one suggested the arrangement of a mock polling 
booth in college. 

The photography team clicked a group photo of all the club members with the club coordinator 
Prasad sir. The closing Statements were given by the club’s vice president Prashanth and the induction 
program adjourned at 4:10 pm. 



 

 

 

 
(ELC coordinators and members) 

 
Club Vision: 
The vision of an Electoral Literacy Club is to create a more informed and engaged electorate in the 
country, and to empower young people to have a meaningful impact on the political process. 
 
Club Mission: 
The mission of the Electoral Literacy Club is to educate the college community about the electoral 
process, promote informed and responsible voting, and encourage political engagement among young 
people. 
The club could achieve its mission by: 

o Providing information and resources about the electoral process, including how to 
register to vote, how to find information about candidates, and how to cast a vote 

o Facilitating discussions and debates about political issues and encouraging critical 
thinking about the electoral process 

o Organizing voter registration drives and other events to encourage political participation 
o Partnering with local organizations to promote electoral literacy and engage young 

people in the electoral process 
o Providing a platform for students to express their opinions and ideas about politics and 

the electoral process. 
 

Club Objectives: 
1. To educate the targeted populations about the voter registration, electoral process and related 

matters through hands on experience. 
2. To facilitate EVM and VVPAT familiarization and education about the robustness of EVM 

as well as the integrity of the electoral process using EVMs. 
3. To help the target audience understand the value of their vote and exercise their right to 

franchise in a confident, comfortable and ethical manner. 
4. To harness the potential of ELC members for carrying the electoral literacy in communities. 
5. To facilitate voter registration for its eligible members who are not yet registered. 
6. To develop a culture of electoral participation and maximize the informed and ethical voting 

and follow the principle ‘Every vote counts’ and ‘No Voter to be Left Behind’. 



 

 

Major Events (As per ELC Handbook for college by ECI): 
 Young Voter Festival or Yuva Matdata Mahotsav 
 National Voters’ Day 

 
Activities (As per ELC Handbook for college by ECI): 

 The ELC Wall Magazine 
 Ballot Bistro 
 Special Drive 
 Debate/Speech Elocution Competition 
 Motivators Invite 
 Featured Stories in the college Magazine 
 Social Media Based Activity 

 

     
 

(Faculty Coordinator & Student President  addressing the club members) 
 
   

 
 

 
(Club members expressing their views and ideas about the club’s plan of action) 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

(Interactive games and Just-a-minute sessions) 

 
 
 

Bhanu Prasad Paitar, 
Student President, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 

Dr. G.N.R Prasad, 
Faculty Coordinator, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 



REPORT ON “VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE FOR STAFF”

Event Date: 10th January, 2023 Academic Year: 2022-2023

CIRCULAR:



The event held on January 10th , 2023, was a resounding success in promoting the
importance of participation and unity in shaping the future of our great nation, India. The
event aimed to emphasize the significance of each individual's vote and the collective power
it holds in realizing the dream of a developed India.

Event Highlights:

1. Around 6 faculty have participated in the drive. As most of the faculty already had
voter ID, quite a few of them attended the event.

2. The faculty who have attended the event were mostly for the corrections related to the
details in their Voter IDs.

3. The required form which is form 8 has been used for correction. This process was
aided by ELC CBIT making the process quicker, faster and easier.

EVENT PICTURES:

Bhanu Prasad Paitar,
Student President,

Electoral Literacy Club.

Dr.G.N.R.Prasad,
Faculty Coordinator,

Electoral Literacy Club.



 
REPORT ON MOCK POLLING 

Date: 23-01-2023 to 25-01-2023          Academic Year: 2022-2023 

CIRCULAR: 

 

 



 
The Electoral literacy club of CBIT has conducted an “Mock polling” with all our club members 

and faculty coordinator. As ELC is a newly formed club we have conducted Mock Polling with the 

objective of ensuring that, “No Voter should be left behind” over and above other measures and 

initiatives, undertaken, hundreds of young and future voters were effectively mobilized as Election 

friends.A model polling station was set up near the college canteen premises with the club members 

as poll officials and polling agents.We conducted 3 days of Mock Polling where mmore than 1000 

students of the college cast their votes at the mock polling exercise. 

 

Venue: Near Canteen, CBIT campus. 

Date: On January 23,24,25 - 2023 

Timings: 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm. 

Duration: 1 hour 

Number of Participants: 1100+ 

MOCK POLLING: 

Mock polling exercise is started by collecting the registrations (which consists of the info, 

whether they have voter ID or not by this we can know the number of eligible voters from our college) 

from the students who came to cast their vote. After collecting the registration form a Ballot paper (a 

paper listing the names of the contesting candidates along with the party names and symbols) is 

provided. Next the voter takes the ballot behind a voting screen and stamps on name of their chosen 

candidate. Then a indelible ink is applied over the left index fingernail and cuticle. By this their voting 

process has finished.  

Along with this we have organized a fun puzzle game where a puzzle with ELC logo. For the persons 

who solved the puzzle in the given time we have took their pictures and mentioned them in the ELC official 

Instagram page. With this the students are fascinated. 

These two activities: - Mock polling and Puzzle solving have continued for three days. 

Undoubtedly, the meaningful engagement of the Poll Volunteers this time, generated a substantial 

amount of goodwill amongst the voting community, at large, and particularly amongst the marginalized 

and peripheral voters, therefore, for whom Poll Volunteer’s involvement will be long remembered and 

cherished. 



 
ON DAY 1: 

CONTESTED POLL BETWEEN: 

 MESSI 

 CHHETRI 

 RONALDO 

 

         

 

        
 



 
ON DAY 2: 

CONTESTED POLL BETWEEN: 

 MARVEL 
 DC 
 

     

 

 



 
ON DAY 3: 

CONTESTED POLL BETWEEN 

 ANDROID 
 IOS 

 
 
 

          
 
 

 
 

  



 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Bhanu Prasad Paitar, 

Student President, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 

Dr. G.N.R Prasad, 

Faculty Coordinator, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 

 

 

Remarks: 

 

 

 

 

Advisor – SA&SP, 

CBIT(A) 

PRINCIPAL, 

CBIT(A) 

 





























































































































 
REPORT ON “NATIONAL VOTERS’ DAY CELEBRATIONS” 

On 25-01-2023 

CIRCULAR:                                                                                                                    Academic Year: 2022-23 

 



On the occasion of 13th National Voters Day, Electoral literacy club of CBIT organized the celebrations 
of national voters’ day on 25th January 2023 in a splendid manner to not only mark the national voters’ day, but 
also to spread the awareness among the students in the college about voting. 
Venue: Assembly Hall, CBIT campus. 
 
Timings: 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm. 
 
Duration: 2 hours 
 
Number of Participants: 500 
 

The event started with a rapid Q&A session about voting and electoral process in India. The audience 
participated and answered the questions asked by the hosts with great enthusiasm. 

 
Following this, to commemorate the spirituality the lamp lighting is done by honourable Chief Guest, 

Chandrakala Khanapur garu, Dr.P.Ravinder Reddy sir, P.Sreenivasa Sarma sir and Dr.G.N.R.Prasad sir. 
After the lamp lighting session, an amazing flute performance is given by Rajesh, technical incharge of ELC 
club. 
 

Then, Dr.P.Ravinder Reddy sir, Principal of CBIT college addressed the students. He shared his insights 
on how the conventional election process of leaders in different levels of education and other activities is 
different from electing a leader in the democratic government. He also added that it is very important for every 
student to take part in the election process and help the society to choose a right leader because the fate of the 
society is dependent on the leader, we chose for the next 5 years. 

Following the words of Principal sir, P.Sreenivasa Sarma sir gave his insights on the election process in 
our country. Sir also enlightened the chief guest of the event on how the college encourages new clubs to 
emerge in the college and by doing the same focusing on the all-round development of the student. 

 
After the speech of P.Sreenivasa Sarma sir, the Chief Guest of the event Chandrakala Khanapur garu, 

Revenue Divisional officer, Rajendra Nagar shared her views and insights on the government of our country 
and electoral process in our country. She shared her experience of working as Returning Officer for the election 
process in Telangana State. Mam mainly stressed the point of the voting percentage we get to see in the major 
cities when compared to the villages which is very less. She also added that this situation is prevailing in our 
country because of the negligence of the public. To build a better nation this mindset of the citizens of our 
country should change. She stated that voting is not only choosing a great leader but by doing the same building 
a better nation by helping the nation in its further development. Mam also said that to make this happen the role 
of the young leaders and youth is very important. Every individual, mainly the youth should acknowledge the 
importance of voting and should actively participate in the electoral process. 

 
Finally, the event concluded by felicitating the Chief Guests with mementos and distributing small gifts 

to the participants who have answered the questions from rapid Q&A session held in the beginning of the event.



Chief Guest Addressing the Gathering 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants taking the voters’ pledge 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Student Participation in the event 
 

 
 
Instagram Link:  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CoEFHh7h6x_/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link&igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA== 
 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CnoocFPyk8o/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link&igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA== 
 

 
 

 
 

Bhanu Prasad Paitar, 
Student President, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 

Dr. G.N.R Prasad, 
Faculty Coordinator, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 





































































 

 
A Report on School Visit on 25.03.2023 

ACADEMIC YEAR: 2022-2023. 

PERMISSION LETTER: 

 



 

 
The Electoral Literacy Committee and the Club President, Mr. Bhanu Prasad, visited 

ZPHS, Gachibowli to raise awareness about the importance of voting among students. The 
visit aimed to educate and empower the students with knowledge about the electoral process, 
the significance of voting, and the role of citizens in a democratic society, and conduct 
seminars on the electoral process. In addition to the awareness campaign, the Committee also 
distributed stationery items to support the student's educational needs. 

Venue: ZPHS, Gachibowli 
Date: On 25 March 2023 
Timings: 10:00 am to 11:00 am. 
Duration: 1 hour 

Class: 8th Standard 

Number of students attended: Around 70 

Activities and Highlights: 

The Electoral Literacy Committee and Mr. Bhanu Prasad conducted a series of interactive 
sessions and activities to engage the students in understanding the value of their vote. The 
following are the highlights of the visit: 

Presentation on Electoral Process: 

The Committee and Mr. Bhanu Prasad delivered a comprehensive presentation explaining the 
electoral process, including the importance of elections, the role of the Election Commission, 
the qualifications and disqualifications of voters, and the procedure of casting votes. The 
presentation was supplemented with visual aids, including infographics, charts, and videos, to 
make it engaging and informative. 

Q&A Session: 

The Committee and Mr. Bhanu Prasad encouraged students to ask questions and clarifications 
about the electoral process. They patiently answered students' queries and provided detailed 
explanations to ensure that the students had a clear understanding of the subject matter. This 
Q&A session fostered a participatory environment and encouraged students to actively engage 
in the discussion. 

Distribution of Stationery Items: 

As part of the visit, the Committee and Mr. Bhanu Prasad also distributed stationery items to 
the students. Each student received A4 sheets, pens, and other writing materials to support their 
educational needs. The distribution was done in an equitable and fair manner, ensuring that 
every student received the required stationery items. 

  



 

 

          

Fig: Club president & members interaction with school principal 

 

     

Fig: Club members presentation on Importance of Voting. 

 

Fig: School students and Electoral Literacy Club members 



 

 
Outcome and Impact: 

                               The school visit by the Electoral Literacy Committee and Mr. Bhanu 
Prasad significantly impacted the students, raising their awareness about the importance of 
voting. The students gained a better understanding of the electoral process, including the 
value and significance of their vote in shaping the future of their country. The visit helped 
dispel misconceptions, clarified doubts, and empowered students with the knowledge and 
motivation to actively participate in the electoral process when they come of voting age. The 
distribution of stationery items also added value to the visit, providing students with 
necessary resources for their academic pursuits and reinforcing the importance of education. 

 Conclusion: 

                  The Electoral Literacy Committee's and Mr. Bhanu Prasad's school visit was a 
successful awareness campaign that aimed to educate students about the importance of voting 
in a democratic society. The interactive sessions, role-playing activity, Q&A session, and 
distribution of stationery items facilitated an engaging and informative learning experience 
for the students. The Committee's and Mr. Bhanu Prasad's efforts toward promoting electoral 
literacy, and fostering student interaction. 

 

 

 

 

Bhanu Prasad Paitar, 
Student President, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 

Dr. G.N.R Prasad, 
Faculty Coordinator, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 
 
 

  



 

 
 

Members Present: 

1. Bhanu Prasad Paitar 

2. Kaushik Chetti 

3. Rachana Reddy 

4. Sai Sandeep K 

5. Eswaraditya 

6. Keerthi 

7. Aakanksha 

8. Jayanth 

 



 

 
REPORT ON “ELC TALKS” 

Event Date: 11th and 12th April, 2023           Academic Year: 2022-2023 

PERMISSION LETTER: 

 



 

 
                                                   ELC TALKS(Ballot Bistro) 

The event held on 11th and 12th April, 2023, was able to raise awareness among students 
about the importance of electoral literacy, to educate participants on the electoral process, 
including voter registration, voting procedures, and the role of elected representatives and to 
encourage active engagement and participation in the democratic process by asking them 
simple questions .The total number of participants were 40.  

  KEY TAKEAWAYS: 

1.The importance of voter registration and ensuring that one’s voice is counted in the 
electoral process .Without registration, one’s opinions and preferences remain unheard, and 
their ability to influence the course of their community, region, or nation is limited 

2.Understanding the role of elected officials and how they impact our daily lives. Elected 
officials, such as mayors, governors, and legislators, make decisions that directly influence 
public policies, education, healthcare, infrastructure, and more. Their choices affect the 
quality of our schools, the safety of our communities, and the state of our economy. By 
comprehending their roles and responsibilities, citizens can actively engage in the democratic 
process, hold officials accountable, and advocate for policies that align with their values and 
interests. This knowledge empowers individuals to shape the future of their communities and 
nation through the power of the vote and civic engagement. 

3.The significance of informed voting, including research on candidates and their policies 
related questions were asked to participants to bring awareness about it. 

4.The event successfully collaborated among the participants. Students from various 
backgrounds and disciplines came individually to share there opinions in shaping the future 
of the country. 

Conclusion: The ELC Talks was a resounding success in achieving its objectives and 
sparking a profound impact on the college community. The significance of electoral literacy 
and informed voting was vividly demonstrated throughout the event. By emphasizing the 
need for voters to research candidates and their policies, the talk imparted a crucial lesson to 
attendees: democracy thrives when citizens make decisions based on knowledge, not hearsay. 

                    In conclusion, the event left an indelible mark on the participants, who departed 
with a newfound commitment to engage responsibly in the electoral process. It underscored 
the notion that voting is not merely a civic duty but a potent tool for shaping the future. As 
the students registered to vote and pledged to stay informed, the ELC Talks served as a 
cornerstone for fostering active, responsible citizenship. The enduring impact of this event 
resonates beyond the college campus, heralding a future where informed voting stands as a 
pillar of democracy, fostering political accountability and meaningful societal change. This 
event stands as a testament to the college’s dedication to nurturing responsible, engaged 
citizens who play a pivotal role in shaping the destiny of their nation.  

 

 



 

 
 

                       

POSTER OF ELC TALKS:  

 
      



 

 

                        Fig: The view of taking different opinions of the participants  

 

Instagram Link of videos:  

ELC TALKS EP 1: 
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CrlOeJGBML8/?igshid=MmU2YjMzNjRlOQ== 

ELC TALKS EP 2: 

https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cr0hGIEskCX/?igshid=MmU2YjMzNjRlOQ== 

 

 

 

Bhanu Prasad Paitar, 
Student President, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 

                     Dr.G.N.R.Prasad, 
Faculty Coordinator, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 
  
  

No attendance was taken, as this event is conducted during break timings, and with random 
students at the canteen. 



 

 

REPORT ON “VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE” 

Event Date: 27th and 28th April, 2023           Academic Year: 2022-2023 

PERMISSION LETTER: 

 

 

  



 

 

 

POSTER: 

 

 

Instagram Link for Poster:  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CrbIWf5PyxY/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

In a vibrant democracy like ours, the strength lies in an informed citizenry and active 
participation in the electoral process. With this vision in mind, we have initiated a 
comprehensive Voter Registration drive on April 27th and 28th so that everyone's voice is 
heard. Your vote can make a difference, influencing policies from local matters to national 
importance.  

Event Highlights: 

1. Participation: 165 students actively took part in the event, demonstrating their 
commitment and enthusiasm towards nation-building. Their presence showcased a 
strong belief in the transformative power of democratic processes. 

2. Attractive Poster: The event featured a visually appealing poster that encouraged 
participants to take pictures after completing their voter registration. This poster was a 
major attraction and served as a memorable backdrop for photos. 

3. Registration Assistance: Knowledgeable volunteers were available to assist and guide 
participants through the voter registration process. They provided valuable 
information and ensured that the registration process was quick and seamless. 

4. Social Media Engagement: Attendees were encouraged to share their photos with the 
attractive poster on social media, helping to spread the message and inspire more 
individuals to register to vote. Hashtags and geotags were promoted to increase the 
event's visibility. 

Conclusion: The participation of 165 members reflects the collective commitment of our 
community to civic engagement and responsible citizenship. It is heartening to witness the 
passion and dedication of individuals who understand the importance of their voices in 
shaping the future of our nation. Each registration we facilitated represents not just a name on 
a list, but a potential agent of change, someone who can make a difference through their vote. 

During these two days, our team worked tirelessly to ensure that every eligible citizen 
had the opportunity to register to vote. We provided guidance on the registration process, 
clarified doubts, and helped individuals complete their voter registration forms. The 
enthusiasm and dedication of our volunteers were truly inspiring, and their hard work has 
made a significant difference in strengthening our democracy. 

As we move forward, let us not forget that our democratic process is only as strong as our 
active participation. Your efforts during this event have set an example for others to follow, 
and we hope this spirit of civic responsibility continues to grow within our community. 

  



 

 

 

 

Fig. The View of the arrangements made and students’ participation 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instagram Link of Photos:  

https://www.instagram.com/p/Crs2riSBXOB/?igshid=NjFhOGMzYTE3ZQ== 



 

 

 

 

 

NEWS ARTICLES: 

 

Article Link: https://satyamnews.net/voter-enrollment-in-cbit-college/ 

 

 

 

 

 

Bhanu Prasad Paitar, 
Student President, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 

            Dr.G.N.R.Prasad, 
          Faculty Coordinator, 
        Electoral Literacy Club. 

 



Name Roll Number Phone Number
160120736320 9010489969

A Mayaank 160121733090 9502042793
160122735072 9246345745

Akhilesh 160121729056 9030259821
B Goutham Varma 1601-22-802-022 9391177818
T.Sumanth 160120736319 8341548238
Anusha 160121732003 7036216741
Sahithi 160120736006 9849280961
Yanamaddi jahnavi 160121735167 9441515354
M.Srikanth 160122805056 9392804602

1601-22-805-036 7675877102
Ravikumar 160122805046 9182865276
Alli Adithya Satya Sai 160121771026 6309608851
Yeleshwaram Vishwas 160122748062 9392360632
Mohd Shoeb Ahmed 160120748037 8179609105
Guguloth Kailash 160120737305 8247383208
Rohitha Yennapu 160120737011 8074135872
K. Giridhar Reddy 160122735040 8074423609
Sai Amruth 160121734103 6281735547
MAKAM DEVANSH 160122729044 9652203699

160122771035 9640878600
parameshwarareddy 160122735102 6303527004
Udutha Manohar 160120748301 8465832718
CHINTALA PRANEETH 160122748023 8367399099
N Anjali 1601w07r9003 9959901428
Badrigari poojitha 160121737314 6303362433

160121748064 9848883503
M.Sharath 160121729043 7780786310

160121749065 9154056258
160121749064 6302418663

Ananya Kollu 160121748012 6301296117
Sahithi Reddy Gaddam 1601-21-734-005 7032595343
Ch vijaykumar 160122802024 8688058232
Haindavi 160122734005 9849748123

160122735150 7989950283
G.Sneha 160121735146 9392822359
RUDRASHETTY TARINI 160122748017 6305874132
K.Khyathi Sri Nagaveni 160121748009 9676198275
Rudra Bhavya Harini 160121748019 7569100492
Hamsini Duttaluri 160120749005 7981363433
Sneha Sanganal 160121733023 9515049027
Chinni krishna 160120749027 9010891834

160121802044 7207512779

Narisetti Jyothi Jagadish 

Bhavya Sree Bhimanadh

SYEDA FATIMA HASAN 

Cherukuri Jashwanth Kum

Veeramachaneni Suhaas

VENKATA PHANITEJA U
Venkata Aditya Gangapu

Gowravaram Harshika Re

THUMU RISHIKESHAWA



Name Roll Number Phone Number
Lithik 160121737320 9618500442

160121802043 8125864364
B Komal Adithya Reddy 160120733152 8465964098

160121733057 9542551183
Nikhil Rao 160121749058 6305291713
Kersagar Jyothi 160121802007 9014605319
G VAMSHI 160120734309 9985854608

160121805022 7780602509
B.Sai Varshith 160121736096 9493708734
Rangineni Charith 160121735124 8328598384
Kummari nithin 160121734110 9347726479
Nukaraju Sai Gowtham 160121735118 7416221463
Ravi Chaitanya varma 160121735121 9069064999
Sneha 160120737014 9849093507
Karthik 160121732033 9177657429
Ashish Ravula 160121734124 7075886757
Shaik Mustak Ahmad 1601-21-735-057 7842244902
Dasyam jahnavi 160121736075 9618395029

160120734112 8919908177
Aila Akash 160121802017 9912232446
Ali furqan 160121802018 7396094465
D.Raghunath 1601-22-735-173
Sathwika bathini 160122802002 9949470715

160121737180 6303127095
N.Kavya 160120734008 7569354978

160122734004 9121764319
D Sumana 160122735147 7288022005
Samiksha Mudunuri 160122737160 7416920333
P.Kusumitha 160121732080 7989636219
BOORA ANUSHA 160120733306 8978480547
K srinija 160122748011 9160091333

160122736120 6305562288
M Abhinav 160121735177 7995227792
BOORLA KARTHIKEYA 160121733170 8519915714
Samra Sadiq 160120732069 8106419786
T SAI CHARAN PATEL 160122737061 9032901983
PalagiriSaikarthikReddy 160121733190 7981927449
Chennuru Anita 160120749002 9705035988
M.Sravani 160121862037 6303651541
chinthala prakash 160120802304 7287025990
NIZAMPURAM OMKAR 160121733187 7670937673
Praneeth Katta 160121733180 7989636801
Rakesh atla 160122737093 9515103227

Syed Sayeeduddin Ahme

NARKUDI KESHAV VAR

Kirthikha Shanmuga Sun

GANDLA SAKETH KUMA

7386875889, whatsapp n

Kethavath Vamshi Nayak

Fatema Zoher Sihorwala 

Nandeeshwar Rao Veera



Name Roll Number Phone Number
Pranav Raj B 160121729050 8309339557
Gyara Rithwik 160121736104 7569186378

160122737100 9121416611
Dulam Sujith Reddy 160120732109 8897724428
Annu Kousalya 160121733005 9346937084
H.kunal kumar 160122805050 9121721568
S.Shravani 160121733155 9573963570
Keshav 160121733195 7995695346
G V N S BHARGAV 160121733174 9494806965
Rasuri.Nihal Kumar 160120733318 8106147900
Achyuth Karthikeya 160121736127 8106091188
Bharath reddy 160120732078 7489202548
Vaishnavi Kalakuntla 160120732074 9700501666

160120732113 9908621863
Jayanth Andra 160120732084 9908062169

160120734096 9063701361
Gangula Akash 160120734310 6302017387
Medari Mahendar 160120734098 9392130927
GUDIPATI SAICHARAN 160122737042 7386603298
Sravan 160120734116 6302293416
Singathi Sai Samyuktha 160120732305 9502062645

160120732317 7997030919
D Mahesh 160121749029 8919705808
Sama sravika 20R01A05H5 9573221277
Aditi.Battu 160122735071 9063620484
V.Varsha 160121771303 9398791035
Pavan Kumar 160122771045 8019845063

1601-22-771-038 9392389299
160122734056 9908961500
160120736108 6309557020

M Sai Kiran 160120734109 9121517062
MALOTH SANDEEP 160121735180 8008961205
Jaswinder kaur 160121862026 8897055680

160120732313 7993383304
Reguri Suman 160121748053 7569332296
Kari Bharath 160-120-736-314 9063570071
Paliviri Manoj Kumar 160120737157 9381049987
Nendralla Bhavana 160120734063 8099601104
BOGA ASHESHA 160121735144 9110519659
T.varshini 1601-22-805-039 9440457162
Ravula Shruthik 160121737125 8688548413
M.Gayathri 160122734081 8500871905
Kandula Dinesh 160120733150 7330774681

CHEEDALLA RUSHIKES

Vemaraju Venkat Rama R

Krishna Vamshi Pasupula

Buppergudem Poorna Go

D. VENKATESHWARA R
Veeranki Yushma Naga S
Kalyaboini vamshi kumar

VADDAMANI GAYATHRI



Name Roll Number Phone Number
Kiranmai G 160120733127 8247005440
Yarraju Dhanalakshmi 160121733030 9010470120
Vadla Sandhya 160122734087 8309697167
Ramireddy Nitya 160121733083 9133598016
Rasuri Harshitha 160121733084 7989194900
Harshini 160122736074 9491809509
G. Venkat pavan 160122802027 8019785723
Savalge  Sreemukhi 160121733086 8309989062
Ch Abhilash 160122802023 7702108480
Sravanthi Veeramalla 160120737136 8639163271
K j Anirudh Vyas 160120733151 99959308099
RENUSRI ORSU 160120732013 9391051817
Mohammad Adnan 160120733153 9642415121
B. Venkata Chandan 160121672045 8247277628
Adithya 160121735053 9949200977
Rasuri Nihal Kumar 160120733318 8106147900
Sandhya Jelda 160121748007 8074744515
G.Indiramani 160120802006 7337087245
Vadde Rekha 160120732068 9346765815
Pilla Triveni 160121733016 9849196642
Ambati Sai Sriya 160120735021 8919804988
Thodupunuri Laxmi 160120737068 9398528454
Mandala Sai Nigam 160121737183 9949900310
S.Manisha 160122735089 9398662990
kadudula sathwika 160120802014 7995283408



     

 
REPORT ON “WALL OF DEMOCRACY” 

 
EVENT DATE: 4th and 5th May,2023. 
 
PERMISSION LETTER:                                                       ACADEMIC YEAR:2022-2023 

 
 

 



 
 
Event Poster:      
 

     



 
                                                      

                                 The event was held on May 4th and 5th, 2023, to meet the club’s 

objective, “No Voter Should be Left Behind”. Its main purpose is to gather opinions 

about democracy in the country from young and future voters.  
 

 Event Highlights:                    
1. Participation: 230+ students actively took part in the event, demonstrating 

their commitment and enthusiasm towards nation-building. Their presence 

showcased a strong belief in the transformative power of democratic 

processes. 
2. Opinions: Students and staff presented their opinions about the present 

status of Democracy in India on sticky notes and stuck them to the 

democracy wall. 
3. Small Talks: Students and staff shared their experiences and insights about 

the event with the team. 
 

 Conclusion: The two-day event successfully gathered the opinions of all the 

participants. By sharing their views and thoughts, participants felt responsible for 

keeping up to date with the nation's current situation, as well as weighing in and 

analyzing it.  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
Event Photos:  
   

Fig 1&2: A Democracy Wall setup at Canteen premises  
 

 
Fig:1 

 

 
 

Fig:2 



 
 
 

Fig 3&4: Students Registering to Participate in the Event 
 

 
Fig: 3 

 

 
Fig:4 

 
Instagram Link: 
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cr5g8BMhsnD/?img_index=1 
 
 



 
 
News Articles: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

Bhanu Prasad Paitar, 
Student President, 

Electoral Literacy Club 
 

Dr.G.N.R.Prasad, 
Faculty Coordinator, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 



























 

 
REPORT ON “DEMOCRACY IMPRINTED” 

Event Date: 27th and 28th June, 2023           Academic Year: 2022-2023 

PERMISSION LETTER: 

 



 

 
POSTER: 

 

 

Instagram Link for Poster:  

https://www.instagram.com/p/Ct8zBy0BykT/ 

INVITATION: 

 



 

 
 

The event held on June 27th and 28th, 2023, was a resounding success in promoting 
the importance of participation and unity in shaping the future of our great nation, India. With 
over 491 enthusiastic students in attendance, the event aimed to emphasize the significance of 
each individual's vote and the collective power it holds in realizing the dream of a developed 
India. 

Event Highlights: 

1. Participation: 491 students actively took part in the event, demonstrating their 
commitment and enthusiasm towards nation-building. Their presence showcased a 
strong belief in the transformative power of democratic processes. 

2. Thumb Impressions: The focal point of the event was the imprinting of thumb 
impressions on the India map. This symbolic act represented the unity of the 
participants and their collective effort to fill the map with vibrant colors. Each thumb 
impression served as a reminder that even the smallest contribution can make a 
significant impact when combined with others. 

3. Inspirational Talks with Students: Faculty shared their insights and experiences, 
motivating the students to become responsible and informed citizens. They 
emphasized the transformative potential of active participation and urged the 
attendees to take charge of their future through the power of their votes. 

4. Unity and Collaboration: The event successfully fostered a sense of unity and 
collaboration among the participants. Students from various backgrounds and 
disciplines came together, transcending differences, and embraced the shared vision of 
a developed India. The collective spirit showcased the strength and potential of a 
united society. 

Conclusion: The two-day event served as a platform for over 500 students to come together 
and leave an indelible mark on the path to a prosperous India. By imprinting their thumb 
impressions on the India map, they symbolized their unity and commitment towards nation-
building. The event not only raised awareness about the significance of voting but also 
instilled a sense of empowerment in the participants. 

With every thumb impression, the students reiterated their determination to fulfill the 
dream of a developed India. The event's success can be attributed to the active participation, 
passion, and dedication of the students who demonstrated their unwavering belief in the 
power of unity and collective action. 

As we move forward, it is imperative that we continue to inspire and engage the youth 
in shaping the destiny of our nation. Events like these serve as a catalyst for progress and 
remind us that together, we can paint a brighter and prosperous future for India. 



 

 

 
Fig. The View of the arrangements made and students’ participation 

 



 

 

                       

 

 

Instagram Link of Photos:  

 

Google Drive Link of Event: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19-
TE8YnckioWMAXjHFeJS6vHTopAIAgt?usp=drive_link 

  



 

 
News Articles: 

Article Link: https://satyamnews.net/vote-is-a-powerful-wepon/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bhanu Prasad Paitar, 
Student President, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 

Dr.G.N.R.Prasad, 
Faculty Coordinator, 

Electoral Literacy Club. 
 





















































EWB-CBIT

REPORT ON MOVIE SCREENING

EVENT NAME: Movie Screening

EVENT DATE : 7-11-2022

NUMBER OF REGISTRATIONS: 100

DESCRIPTION:

Every year on 7-11-2022 , India celebrates "National cancer
awareness day", to commemorate the birth anniversary of Nobel
Prize-winning scientist Madame Curie.Marie Curie, who was born in
Warsaw, Poland in 1867, is best known for discovering radium and
polonium and making significant contributions to the fight against cancer.

We, the students of EWB-CBIT organised the event called 'Movie
Screening' to celebrate 'National cancer awareness day' funded by
EWB-CBIT where the movies 'Geetanjali' and 'Dil bechara' were screened
fore-noon and after-noon for the students to bring awareness about
cancer.We started ticket selling and making people aware of the event 2
days before the event.We had a huge participation from the students and
faculty too visited.

The event was a great success with an eye feast experience to the
audience.All the collected money from tickets and donations by students
and faculty was donated to MNJ INSTITUTE OF ONCOLOGY AND



CANCER CENTRE.



INVITATION:

EVENT CAPTURES:





EXPENSES:

CERTIFICATE OF PROOF:



PERMISSION LETTER:



EWB CBIT

REPORT ON BIOME

EVENT NAME: EWB-CBIT Oath Ceremony

EVENT DATE: 1/1/2023

VENUE: CBIT(A)

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 20+

NUMBER OF TREES PLANTED: 40+

EVENT DESCRIPTION
This report details the planting of trees organized by the EWB-CBIT, a non-profit
organization dedicated to environmental sustainability. The event was held on 1st
january,2023, in celebration of New Year. The purpose of the tree planting was to
increase the green cover in the area, reduce air pollution, and combat climate
change.The tree planting event took place in a very comfortable place for everyone
where they could plant a sapling at their house and share a picture with the team of
EWB-CBIT along with the sapling they planted. Over 20 volunteers participated in
the event, including members of the EWB-CBIT.Before planting the trees, the
volunteers were briefed on the importance of tree planting and the significance of
planting trees.The planting process involved digging a hole for the sapling, adding



fertilizers and other nutrients to the soil, and carefully placing the sapling in the
hole. The volunteers were also trained on proper techniques for watering and
mulching the saplings to ensure the growth.

PHOTOS

Poster

Pictures from the event





EWB-CBIT

LANTERN FESTIVAL

EVENT NAME: Lantern festival

EVENT DATE/TIME: 03-02-2023, 6:30PM.

DESCRIPTION:

The Lantern Festival presented by Engineers Without Borders (EWB)
CBIT during Shruthi 2023 on 3rd February was the concluding event of
the college student fest. The festival celebrated the tradition of the Lantern
Festival, which is marked by the release of lanterns into the sky, creating a
beautiful spectacle of light and color.

This highllghted the release of lanterns into the sky, which was the highlight
of the event. Participants wrote their wishes on the lanterns before releasing
them into the night sky, creating a magical and enchanting atmosphere as the
lanterns floated upwards, lighting up the sky with their warm glow. The event
showcased a beautiful display of colors and shapes as the lanterns rose higher
into the sky.

This emphasized the significance of the Lantern Festival in Indian culture
and how the event celebrated the rich traditions and values of the community.
It also highlighted how the festival was used as a platform for promoting
cultural awareness, encouraging creativity, and bringing people together.

Overall, the Lantern Festival presented by EWB CBIT during Shruthi 2023
on 3rd February was a successful and enjoyable event that celebrated the joy
and beauty of the Lantern Festival by creating a mesmerizing and enchanting
atmosphere with the release of lanterns into the sky.



Organizers:

1. Sneha 27. srihitha
2. K.1akshmi priya 28. R.rishitha
3. Adhit 29. Anirudh
4. Srijay 30.rishitha
5. Sindhu 31. n.lakshmi
6. Srikar 32.mahesh
7. Cherishma 33.vinoothna
8. Nikita 34.anuriya
9. Saket 35.ananya
10. Anvitha raj 36.rithvik
11. Pratham reddy 37. Sreehitha
12. Kaushik
13. Nagarjuna
14. Katyayini
15. Haripriya
16. Pallavi
17. Lalasa
18. Vyshnavi
19. Adi
20. Nikita
21. Aditi
22. Keshava sree
23. Shruthilaya
24. Harshitha
25. Shivani
26. Kameshwari

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:

We had 75 registrations including both pre-booked and on spot registrations
and the event was very much glowing with all the registered participants.



PERMISSION LETTER



EVENT POSTER

PERMISSION LETTER:



EVENT PHOTOS





EWB CBIT

EVENT REPORT ON BOOK DRIVE 2.0

EVENT NAME: BOOK DRIVE2.0

EVENT DATE: 23 & 24 Feb, 2023

DESCRIPTION:

The team Engineers Without Boarders (EWB)CBIT organised book collection drive, where
we collect old, unused and used note books and text books, old records or any other scrap
paper material from everyone within the college premises, where everything collected in the
drive is recycled.

As recycling books is a great way to reduce waste, help the environment and to raise
awareness about the importance of recycling. We set a goal to collect as many books as
possible and we partnered with Crap bin company, which was actively engaged in recycling
processes to make our goal happen. We encouraged the students to donate their used books
and enlighten them the benefits of recycling.

We collected books from different departments of our college (CBIT) with H.O.D’s and
faculties permission. We arranged collection bins near canteen and open-air auditorium,
those are clearly labelled with the poster of the event. We segregated the useful books from
the scrap and those were utilised for arranging mini libraries in some schools.

Overall, the Book Drive 2.0 was successful. We collected across 1.7 tons of books and raised
fund of Rs.19000. The fund will be utilized for our upcoming events and for project
development. The students and faculty members are actively participated in the drive. The
effort done by the volunteers are impeccable. Faculty encouraged the team for our efforts and



doing this sustainable event.



EVENT POSTER:

EVENT PERMISSION LETTER:



EVENT PHOTOS:



EWB CBIT

EVENT REPORT ON EARTH DAY ART PROJECT

EVENT NAME: Earth Day Art Project

EVENT DATE: 12/04/2023-22/04/2023

VENUE: Online

NUMBER OF RESPONSES: 10+

REGISTRATION FEE: No Fee

ABOUT THE EVENT
22nd April is also known as World Earth Day. It’s a day that allows people to
spread awareness and take initiative in activities that will make our planet a better
place to live.

In honor of Earth Day, EWB-CBIT had conducted an event called the “Earth Day
Art Project”, an art competition for the students of CBIT and its neighboring
colleges as well.

The main idea of the event was to create a piece of artwork using sustainable
products such as Ice cream Sticks, Newspapers, Plastic Water Bottle and many
more such products. It was in online mode, once the participant finished the



creation of their artwork, they were made to submit it to a form where they had to
upload a picture of their artwork and also enter a few details (like Name, Email
Address and Phone Number).

The submissions were open from 12th April and interested participants were
allowed to submit their artwork until 22nd April, at 4pm. The winners were
announced on Earth Day (22nd April) and they were awarded Cash Prizes for their
artwork (First Place- Rs. 300 and Second Place- Rs. 200).

OUTCOMES
The event was a great initiative and had a good response from other people.
Responses were received not only from students of our college, but other colleges
as well. All participants submitted different kinds of artwork, each different in their
own way. Overall, the great response from our participants made this event a
successful one.

PHOTOS
Event Poster



Participants Artwork



Winners Artwork

Special Mentions



Letter for Permission to Conduct the Event (Approved)

Event Promotion



Instagram stories Promotion

Instagram Winners Announcement



EWB CBIT

REPORT ON EWB ALL INDIA MEET 2023

EVENT NAME: EWB All India Meet 2023

EVENT DATE: 23/06/23-24/06/23

VENUE: GITAM University, Hyderabad

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 10+

ABOUT EWB AIM
EWB All India Meet (also called the EWB India All Chapter Meet) is an annual
meet that focuses on the gathering of all EWB India Chapters to discuss different
projects they have worked on and present proposals for future projects. It’s an
opportunity for all chapter members to meet, communicate and come up with
collaborations that can help solve different problems observed in our community.

EWB AIM 2023
Due to the pandemic, the previous AIM meets have been canceled or put online.
This year marked the revival of the In-Person All India Meets. It focused on the
integration of Action and Impact with the 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). The meet focused primarily on 4 SDGs- Quality Education, Clean Water
and Sanitation, Gender Equality, and Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure. All



EWB India chapters were asked to submit papers on the events and projects they
have done and submit them for evaluation. The selected papers were made to
present the idea in the All India Meet. EWB-CBIT has presented 5 papers at the
AIM, all on day 1. The members presented papers on projects and events that were
conducted in the one year tenure (2022-2023), which were Book Drive, Mini
Library, Earth Day Art Project, Lantern Festival and Village Visit. The
presentations for Lantern festival and Mini Library were recognised and awarded
in the Quality Education Division.

OUTCOMES
The event was a great initiative by EWB India. It allowed members to meet with
others and instill a sense of collaboration amongst us. It allowed us to show and
present what we have done in the past years and let us understand any
developments we could come up with in the near future.

PHOTOS
Event Poster



Presentation Pictures





Team Pictures

Day 1 of EWB AIM



Day 2 of EWB AIM


